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OneAsia Debuts Appcara App360 Appliance PLUS, Giving Enterprises 
Turnkey Multi-Cloud, Data Protection And Server Migration 
 
Appliance Offers Enterprises Easy, Secure Transfer of Mission-Critical Apps And Servers into 
Public and/or Private Clouds; Ready-to-Use MS Office 365 Included 
 
Hong Kong, July 21, 2015 –OneAsia, an Asian leading IT, data center and cloud solution 
provider, today announced the offer of making Appcara’s App360 Appliance PLUS available to 
customers. The appliance, a comprehensive solution for enabling enterprise a reliable and 
future-proof migration of their apps and servers to public and/or private clouds, with built-in data 
protection, is released by Appcara, a provider of multi-cloud and application automation 
solutions. 
 
App360 Appliance PLUS is a half-width 1U server integrated with OpenStack™ cloud 
orchestrator plus firewall, load-balancer and ready-to-use Microsoft Office 365. App360 
Appliance PLUS is based on App360, allowing enterprise to deploy and manage applications in 
public and private clouds. 
 
“Enterprises have been looking for turnkey solutions to accelerate their cloud transition. 
Appcara’s App360 Appliance PLUS is packed with a comprehensive set of capabilities such as 
multi-cloud, data protection, server migration and Microsoft Office 365,” noted Charles Lee, 
Founder & CEO of OneAsia. “It’s plug-n-play with built-in security for our customers to securely 
transmit VM backup and replication to our data centers for data protection. This all-in-one 
solution enables us to offer services to our customers’ on-premise environments.” 
 
App360 Appliance PLUS, featuring single pane of glass operation, also allows users to share 
workload among clouds and to extend service capabilities for integration with frontend/backend 
systems and networks. 
 
“Today, enterprises are required to use different tools to migrate their legacy servers to a cloud 
and manage day-to-day operations which is time-consuming and expensive, requiring 
specialized skills and often resulting in low success rate,” said John Yung, Founder & CEO of 
Appcara. “App360 Appliance PLUS is specifically designed to simplify the cloud transition 
process and operations, allowing enterprises to migrate bare-metal and virtual servers to 
different cloud platforms in just three simple steps.  
 
In addition to the Microsoft Office 365, App360 Appliance PLUS offers a free repository of pre-
packaged apps in the most popular business categories. Appcara’s App360 Marketplace spans 
open source and commercial applications in Big Data, Business Intelligence, CMS, CRM, 
collaboration, databases, development platforms, ERP, life science and many more. 
 



• Over 60 titles including Cloudera, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, MongoDB, MySQL, Oracle 
DB and Redis 

• Complete flexibility in app deployment; launch on standalone basis or mixed as 
components into more complex workloads 

 

To learn more about Appcara’s App360 Appliance PLUS, visit www.appcara.com. For more 

information about the OneAsia’s cloud computing and data center solutions, go to 

www.oneAs1a.com.  

#  #  # 
 
About OneAsia Network Limited: 
OneAsia offers a full range of cloud computing solutions and data centre services, from 
infrastructure, platform to application software, aiming to help clients to manage their IT budgets 
and resources effectively in meeting core business needs. OneAsia’s top-tier rated data centres 
are located across Asia to keep its customers connected from anywhere in the world with 
consistent levels of quality, security and services. OneAsia is at the forefront of the industry with 
extensive infrastructure coverage in Greater China, Singapore, Malaysia and Vietnam. 
 
For more information, please visit www.oneAs1a.com.  
 
About Appcara: 
Appcara has one goal in mind: to offer the most advanced software platform for provisioning 
and managing applications in public and private cloud environments. Its flagship product, 
App360, is the industry’s most efficient software-defined platform for deploying and managing 
enterprise applications in public and private clouds. Headquartered in Milpitas, CA with 
additional offices in Hong Kong and Singapore, Appcara’s team of engineers and business 
leaders have established Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) services for some of the world’s top 
cloud computing technology companies and service providers. Visit www.appcara.com.  
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